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ABSTRACT
The document contains three essays, written in the

1940s, about the role of the social studies in general education. The
first considers the significance cf social science research. An
understanding of ..7hat is involved when a social problem is studied
scientifically is J., major element in modern general education. Also,

every student should know that there is a social science as distinct

frcm common-sense knowledge about society and sccial reform. Direct
participation of students and teachers in social science research is
suggested. The second essay discusses the significance cf the concept

cf an integrated culture to education. An integrated culture is one
in which all parts (customs, institutions) contribute tc the
functioning of the whole. One contribution is that the student can
understand that human beings are reared in societies with ways of

life characteristic of that society. The significance cf the concept
to teachers is that teaching itself is an element in an integrated
.society. Also, in a modern, ncn-inte9rated society, the teacher is
the perpetrator of old integration and a builder of the pcwer to meet
disintegration. The third essay briefly discusses two elements of
general education provided by the social studies and concentrates on
a third. The first two are historical knowledge of the development of

our values and analytical understanding of facts and assumption

relevant to reasoned convictions. The third is the analysis of social
concepts. This element may be realized through the study of a
specific culture. The essay concludes with suggesticns for
implementing such a study. (KC)
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RESEARCH IN THE SOCIAL 'SCIENCES: ITS
SIGNIFICANCE FOR GENERAL. EDUCATION

A fable, which Aesop somehow neglected to record, tells of a hen who
was making an effort to instruct her chicks about their future sources of
food supply while she and they were balanced precariously on a chicken
coop which was being carried clown a river by a flood. It was a long time
since the hen bad studied the forests on the bank, and the account she was
giving her chicks of forest resources was none too good. So she called to a
wise owl on the bank for help. "You know the woods, oh owl, for you
stay in this forest and study it," said the hen. "Will you not tell me what
to teach my chicks about life in the forest?" But the owl had overheard
what the hen had been telling the chicks about the forest as she came
along, and he thought it waE scientifically inaccurate and superficial. Be-
sides, he was just then very busy completing a monograph on the inci-
dence of beetle larvae in acorns. So he pretended he bad not heard the
hen. The hen, turned back upon herself, proceeded as well as she could
to prepare and put into effect an instruction unit on the food resources of
oak forests, meanwhile struggling to keep the chicks from falling off the

' chicken coop. The chicks took the instruction very well, and later the
"chicken coop stopped at a point far downstream, and the chicks all went
ashoreto begin their adult lives in a treeless meadow.

The problems of the teaching of social science in connection with gen-
eral education are chiefly two: how to get the owls to help the hens and
the hens to make use of what they learn from the owls; and how to take
account of the fact that, the chicken coop is constantly being carvied along
the current of events. The first problem is chiefly one of effective organ-
ization. Effective organization will help to solve the second problem too,
but only if it rests upon a sound philosophy of general education and an
understanding of the place of social science in general education. The
first problem I will here merely state and then will applaud some recent
steps taken to deal with it. To the second problem I can hope to contrib-
ute only my own views as to what there is in social science that is most
significant for a general education.

The need for closer collaboration between social scientists and teachers
of the social studies arises from a number of circumstances. Among these
is the demand that has come from educators for 'an education that deals
with contemporary social life. This demand was early filled by a trivial
sort of instruction in current events. More recently the tendency has been
to organize instruction in the social studies around social problems, that

Reproduced with permission from Social Education, V ( December, 1941 ), 568-74.
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2 Education and the Social Sciences

is, around topics of wide current practical importarice to our citizens. In
the meantime, the more theoretical social sciences, emphasizing research,
have grown in power and competence in the universities and have ex-
erted some influence on the curriculum of the secondary schools and
junior colleges. But what little science of government, ecunomics, and so-
ciology has entered the intermediate educational institutions has got there
by a sort of osmosis through the cell-walls of school and college.

There has been no organization of social scientist and teacher to deal
with the problem. Indeed, the collective wills and interests of the two
groups have remained diverse, The social scientists are, en the whole, dis-

, interested in general education and seldom take pains to develop second-
ary school teachers. The teachers are rarely specialists in those frontiers
of social science where new knowledge is won. To the teacher, the social
scientist is inaccessible, unco-operative, and ignorant of the problems of
teaching. To the social scientist, the teacher of the social studies is con-
fused, superficial, and inclined to debase the currency of science. The
teacher continues to write textbooks for the social studies which the social
scientist condemns, while the social scientist continues to write mono-
graphs which the teacher can hardly read.

The teacher and the social scientist will come to develop common in-
terests in the problem of the social studies and adequate ways to deal
with it as they work together on enterprises connected with the problem.

A direct attack upon the problem was initiated by the General Educa-
tion Board in the spring of 1939 when it invited a group of social scien-
tists interested in problems of social-science education to meet with a few
experts in the field of social-science education to discuss the possibilities
of improvement in the teaching of the social studies. There resulted a
printed document in which it was attempted to define the nature of a so-
cial problem and to illustrate the sort of contributions to general educa-
tion which social scientists might make by formulating three sample social
problems for the use of the teacher. In a second edition, this document
was revised so as to retain only one of the three specific problems earlier
chosen, that dealing with housing. The objective of the writers of the
document was to show teachers of the social studies how social scientists
of today define, analyze, and study a topic of scientific research that is
also a problem for the citizen. The publication was used in, and subjected
to criticism by, a number of social-science workshops. The entire enter-
prise was truly a collaboration between teacher and research worker, for
it was the tearther who required that social-scicnce knowledge be given
in manageable units for consumption by the teachers and that tht, units
coincide with problems of practical concern to the individual, while it
was the social scientist who wrote out the definition of the problem and
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showed how it was not merely a problem of action but a problem for
.scientific study.

The history and outcome of this enterprise are probably well known to
most of you. You no doubt know that it was followed by action taken
jointly by the National Association of Secondary-School Principals and
the National Council for the Social Studies leading t the preparation of
a series of what are now called "resource units" to be used by teachers in
improving instruction in social-science fields.1 These resource units are
now being prepared under a grant from the General Education Board.
They will later be tested in the schools. They will differ from teaching
aids now issued by various publicity and pressure groups in that they
will not attempt to indoctrinate any point of view. They will not be writ-
ten to promote international peace or safe automobile driving or any-
thing at all except intelligent understanding. They will differ from in-
struction units now published for the use of progressive schools chiefly in
the fac'c that they will be prepared by leading scientists in the fields in
which fall the topics selected. And they will emphasizeat least I hope
they will emphasizethe characteristics of the problems selected that
make them scientific problems. The analysis will make clear to the
teacher and through him to the pupil how the social scientist objectifies
that problem, looks all around it, and shapes methods for getting better
understanding of it. The manuscript written by the research..scientist will
then be submitted to specialists in education for additional implementa-
tion to make them of the greatest possible use to teachers.

It really seems as if something is being done to bring the owls to the
help of the hard-pressed hens. If this undertaking prospers and ii fol-
lowed by others like it, a great deal of what the owls know about aeOrns
and other such subjects will be communicated to the hens, and, after
proper translation into simplified clucking, whieli I am told is appropriate
to cbicks, will reach the chicks.

But meantime the chicken coop is going on down the river. Will there
be any acorns when the chicks go ashore? Writing about the problem Of
bringing social-science knowledge to teachers in the intermediate schools,
Professor Er ling M. Hunt says that it "is further complicated by the un-
ceasing change in subject matter to be taught due to new discoveries of
scholars and researcli workers and to new developments in the political,
economic, and social scene. Even if it were possible to prepare teachers
for the social studies, they could not possibly keep abreast of new devel-
opments without help from specialists and popularizers."2 I will add my

I See Paul B. Jacobson, "Resource Units for Teachers," Social Education, November,
1941.

2 Louis Wirth (ed.), Contemporary Social Problems (2d ed.; Chicago: University of
Chicago Press, 1940), p. vi.
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opinion that it will be di :; cult to keep abreast even with all the help they
can get and will add my advice that they do not try too hard to keep
abreast in all subjects of the degree of particularity represented by acorns.

Any list of social problems which is selected will have to be revised at
intervals that will not be very long. The list recently made in connection
with the wrSting 0: resource units about which I have just been speaking
begins with Democracy and Dictatorship and ends with Agriculture. It is
certainly a timely list. It includes also American Defense and Recreation.
It is a safe guess that as American Defense grows as a topic of current
importance, that part of the subject of Recreation which deals with the
use of leisure time is likely to decline in importance. And what the next
five years are likely to do with the subject of Consumer Problems it would
take a hardier prophet than I to venture to say. As there will certainly be
consumers in 1946, there will be consumer problems; but will they be the

same as face consumers tciday?

At last I find myself confronting the subject that was assigned to me to
discuss. What is tbe significance of social-science research to a general
education? I offer an answer that I believe simplifies the problem pre-
sented by the fact that we can't stop the chicken coop from going on
down the river. I think that problem is only in lesser part met by the
perfection of organizations which more promptly communicate to the
teacher the results of research done by the expert. Such organizations
will take advantage of the particular results of social-science research.
But a more radical attack upon the problem, in my opinion, comes about

when there is clarification of the general significance of social-science re-

search for gcneral education. I say that the primary significance of social-

science research for general education lies in the nature of social-science

research itself, as that method is applicable to any and all topics. I say
that it is more important for teacher and pupil to understand that a social

problem can be also a scientific problem and what universal considera-
tions attend the scientific way to attack it than it is for them to be up to
date on any chosen list of timely topics. I say that it is better for the
chicks to understand that one can get objective, generalized, verifiable
knowledge of either meadow or forest than it is for them to be up to the

minute on what the owl has found out about acorns.
I am not saying that every citizen should be made a social scientist.

Such a suggestion would be ridiculous. I am merely saying that one of
the elements of a modern general education is understanding of what is

involved when one studies a social problem scientifically, just as under;

-standing of the great forms of literary expression or of the essential nature

of matter and life is a part of a modern general education.

I am not saying that we should abandon instruction in the form of
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units organized around practical problems of current interest. That
method should be retained, because those subjects are both interesting
and important. The demand will continue that we teach our young peo-
ple about the problems of unemployment and public revenue and good
government, and it is a desirable thing that they learn about these things.
I am merely giving my opinion that there is something in the teaching of
the social studies that is more important than having the right topics and
more important than including in their treatment all the most recent
knowledge on the field. It is more important that the nature of social sci-
ence, its powers and limitations, be understood. This seems to me Werth,
declaring because I do not believe that social problems are, on the whole,
taught in high schools and junior colleges as scientific problems. I think
they are chiaily taught to give information, or to awaken a social con-
science, or to indoctrinate some point of view approved by some teacher's
college committee or by public opinion. However desirable it may be to
inform and tu indoctrinate, neither information nor indoctrination is the
contribution of social-science research to a general education.

A general education differs from a professional or a vocational education
.in that it is general. It is concerned with those aspects of knowledge
which are relevant to all men and women ahd to many situations and ex-
periences. The aspects of social-science research which hal, e this general
characteristic are recognizable in any well-conducted piece of social-sci-
ence research, whether it deal with housing, population, business cycles,
or the religious beliefs of the Navajo Indians. I will attempt to state some
of them.

It is part of a general education to understand, in the first place, that
there is a social science, as distinct from common-sense knowledge about
society and as distinct from social reform. Every educated person should
know that to a great extent society can be studied objectively and sys-
tematically,, as can starfish or the action of glaciers. One can get imper-
sonal, organized, verifiable knowlede about housing, crime, and race re-
lations, as one can get such knowledge about any other phenomena of
nature. An educated person will know how to distinguish the scientific
way of attacking a social, problem from those ways of attacking it which
are more generally practiced around him. He will understand that in a
great many instances people do something about a social problem be-
cause they feel badly about it rather than because they understand it and
that what they do corresponds with their feelings 'rather than with the
facts underlying the problem. He will understand that this is true,
whether the action taken be to write a letter to the newspapers, to pass a
law, or to demand changes in the school curriculum. It is a part of gen-
eral education to understand that scientific knowledge is different from
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feeling strongly 'about something itaid from common-sense knowledge and
that it is a more secure basis for social action than either.

The successful teacher of the social 'studies will make clear to his pupils

a that there is a difference between the analysis of lir. ocesses, wig& are
matters of efficiency, and other objective judgments. The citizen must
know what are hit values, and he should understand hovr to act so as to
protector realize them. The uneducated person confuses values and proc-
esses, ends and means; a good education in social science will help to
keep them distinct.

As a part of this understanding, the educated man or woman will have
been taught that a social problem is not a simple thing. Social problems

are closely intermeshed with one another. If one makes a beginning with
the problem of housing, one finds that it is only one aspect of the larget
problem of nattonal insecurity. It is also related to the problem of the
national income and to that of the national health. The solutions given in
the form of new housing projects or in zoning laws encounter the prob-
lems of racial intolerance. it follows from this that a social problem does
not mean the same thing to everybody. A striking feature of that memo-
randum on housing which was recently prepared as a first experimental
resource unit for teachers of the social studies occurs in the introductory
pages where it is pointed out that:the problem of housing looks very dif-
ferently to laymen, land-owners, builders, tax officials, and city planners,
aod where it is shown that full understanding of the ptoblem depends
upon special scientific knowledge of economists, sociologists, and students
of government. The contribution of social-science research to a general
education is not made use of when a social problem is presented to young
people as if it existed with simple reference to some social ideal. It is not
made use of if the problem is presented as if all one had to do was to
take note of the social injustice attending the present state of things. That
is not functional education; it does not prepare the young person for life.

A further contribution which social-science research can make to gen-
eral education is the understanding that although social science is like
physical or biological science in that it is objective, systematic description
of the world around us, it differs i-mm physical and biological science in
that all the facts and all the problems are controversial. The social scien-
tist is studying, chieiv, to put it strongly, himself, and one cannot help
feeling and caring about one's self. We, as human beings, care about the
institutions and social rioblems which the social scientist studies. There-
fore it is harder for the social scientist to maintain objectivity than it is
for the physicist, and it is harder for Society, with a capital "S," to keep
from interfering with the social scientist than with the physicist. This is
one of the elements of understanding of social-science research which be-

9
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longs in a general education. ilsocial problems are presented by the
teacher of the social studies so as to communicate this general knowledge .
of the nature of social science it will be made clear to the learner that the
-mere facts of sopial science lie within a realm of controversy and preju-
dice. AS Professor Wirth has pointed out,8 even the number of people
living in a given city of the United States is a contioversial matter in the
sense that if the city has been losing population the Chamber of Com-
merce will.not want the fact to get abroad. The number of people unem-
ployed in thia country is a controversial fact,..first, fi the smite that vari-
ous interest groups care as to what criterion is selected for determining
who is unemployed, and, second, because even if it is decided who are
unemployed, various groups will ihterpret the fact according to their in-
terests. For some employers there will be just enough uneMployed to as-
sure a labor reserve, while for other of our citizens these name. unem-
ployid constitute a problem of providing relief.

At the same time the educated man or woman will understand that this
special difficulty under which the social scientist labors has its compensa-
tion in a special advantage enjoyed by the social scientist and under-
standing of the 'nature of social-science research is not complete until
another general characteristic of it ìè recognized. It is a peculiarity of the,
scientific method as applied to man in society that the investigator can
get a more intimate knowledge of his subject matter thtut can the physi- N
cist of Hs, just because he is part of it. 'Me physical scientist learns of hii
subject matter only us caliper and scales ean tell hirh about it. The social
scientist can ask questions of his subject matter artd get answers, and he
can project his own humanity imaginatively into the subject matter and
so increase his Understanding of it. The contribution of Social-science re-
search to a general education is provided in part by an understanding of
the advantages and the dangers of thi essential characteristic of socia,-
science research. The sucial scientist does not abolish his own 'prejudices
any more than be abolishes his own human nature. But he controls preju-
dice by making it explicit. SO, too, he develops controlled use of his hu-
man insights. It is more important to a general education that the !ndi-
vidual kmows that there is a problem of using and controlling the human
faculty of insight as a ccientific instrument than that he lmow the latest
facts with regard to any problem stulied by that method.

I say again that the primary significance of social-science research for
a general education lies in the nature of social science. The nature of so-
cial science can not 'be 'taught in abstract terms. It is conveniently and

3 In "Biases in Education for Biminess," Business Education bar What? Proceedings
of the University of Chicago Conference on Business Education (Chk:ago: University
of Chicago Press, 1940 ), p. 2.
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appropriately taught in connection with partipular social problems. I
think that it can alr,o,be taught by direct participation of teacherand
ultimately of the ;young student' too-4n elementaity sorts of social-science

'N\ research. The way to do this is pointed out to us by therecent develop-
ment of the workshop as a thethod of instruction of teaclir arid othn

,. mature people. When Jones looks at the social world immediately around
him and at the problems with which Jones has to deal, obj6ctively, and
relates these to larger and more theoretical considerations, then Jones
learns something about social science. The future teaching of social sci-
ence will include opportunities for Jones, whik he is still a pupil 'in a
secondary school, to get some directunderstanding of how social facts are
collected and ordered in the elementary aspects of social-science method.
The community around theischool is at hand, ready to be consideredfrom
the point of view of the s6Oial srientist, andilt will be used more sys-
tematically tha9 it is nowil;eing used. in the future teaching of ,the social
studiesC Thli is One reason for the significance of the topic to which to-
day's-farogram is devoted.

In so far as the teaching of social problems, whether by book or by di-
rect observation of social life, contributes to the fundamental and lasting
bkoadening of knowledge and intelligence which we call a general educa-
doll- it will show how social seience, rather than doctrine, or wishful
thinking, or common sense, deals with those problems. It-Will show 'that
social problems have Many sides and are interrelated with, one-another.
Irwin show how these difficulties are surmounted. It will malt! clear that
there are ways of ikating social knowledge verifiable. It will show some-
thing of the methods of proof used in establishing social facts. It will de-
velop respect for those conclusions in the realm of the social which de-
pend upon the consensus of the competent, and it will do this by showing
the methods by which these competent ones arrive at consensus. If the
teachers of the social 4tudies are able to communicate some of these mat-
ters to the young, it will not matter much if the list of problems which
they teach is not perfect or if their knowledge of the results of particular
research in particular fields is not up to date. It will not then be so seri-
ous a matter if the chicken coop comes ashore in a meadow instead of a
forest. For then the young person will have learned What there is to know
about social science which will help him as an adult citizen under any
circumstances of life.
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Contribtaon of Athropology

'A CONTRIBUTIOIsi OF ANTHAOPDLOGY
TO THE EDUCATION pE: THE TEACHER

This is far from the first time that an anthropologist has spoken as web
about, education and teaching. Two other such occasions have fallen
within mir own direct experience in recent years, and I have consulted
the records of these occasions to learn what I should say. on this present
occasion. The first occasion was a symposium on "Education and the Cul-.

tural Process* held at Fisk University in March, 1941, and the other was
a symposium on "Enviromnent and Education" held at the University of
Chicago in September of that same year:Altogether nine anthropologists
contributed ten papers (2, 3 ) to these two symposiumsall on some as-
pect of education or teaching as lookect upon by an anthropologist. On
reading over these papers, I receive a strong impression that, in apite of
their apparent diversity, all these anthropologists, are, at bottom, saying
the same thing. Consequently I am led to entertain the idea that pis is
perhaps the only thing that anthropologists have to say, or perhaps that it
is the r.ost important thing, and that in either case it is what I had better
try once more to say.

BASIC IDEA OF "A CULTURir
This basic anthroNogical idea is that every individual lives within

something called\"a culture"a body of customs and beliefs which pro-
vide satisfaction td his human need.2 and adjustment to his eliVironment.
This culture is thought of as someTing 'special. to, each of the many so-
cieties in which mankind lives, and it is -the many special cultures, sep-
arable and comparable, which these anthropologist are usually thinking
about when they talk about education. The people of the Trobriand Is-
lands live within or in terms of a culture which is notably different in
content from the culture of the Dakota Indians, and yet it is reported or
assumed by these anthropologists that the Trobriand culture does the
same thing for the people who happen to live as Trobrianders as that
which is done by Dakota culture for the pezple who happen to be Dakota
Indians.

A reading ef these ten papers makes it evident that all the contributing
antluopologists regard each of these cultures as havirig a necessary and
important character: integration, or wl.11eness, In words used by Mali-
nowski in his paper, each culture is "an organic unit." The customs and

,

An address delivered July 25, 1945, at the Fifth Annual Conference for Teachers of
the Social Sciences in Secondary Schools and Junior Colleges at. the Un ersity of Chi-
cago and reproduced with permission from School Review, LIII ( November, 1945),
516-25.

2,
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beliefs which are the parts of the whole are consistent with one another
and depend on one another. Mekeel refers to such a culture as "an op-
erational totality" and declares that every culture has "a matrix, a con-
figuration, into which the pieces fit." He denies that a culture "is an index
of easily movable items" and tells us that 'it must be viewed as a mean-
ingful whole." The Dakota Indians serve chicken and dog meat at a wed-
ding feast, not simply because the two are palatable and available, but
because chicken symbolizes the American way of life and dog meat the
Indian way; in their situation, marginal to two cultures, both configura-
tions are rep-esented by meaningful symbols in the form of food. Mekeel
goes on to tell us that even the ways in which very young children aro
trained in their excretory habits are consistent with the type of character
which is adaptive to, or consistent with, their adult life and that, there-
fore, these ways of infant training are also parts of the culture, the inte-
grated whole.

Plainly these anthropologists regard integrated culture with favor. They
are not indifferent to it; they think it goca, that there be consistency and
wholeness in the culture in terms of which the individual lives his life.
The thing which it is thought that a culture does for an individual is a
good thing. It is thought that the culture provides the individual with
goals, with purpose and significance for his actiOns, and with the sense
that all the activities he carries on are contributory toward realization of
these goals. In such a culture the individual knows what he ought to do
and finds himself doing it. Conversely, these anthropologists view with
alarm attempts to educate without due reference to effects of the educa-
tion in making the culture less integrated, less whole. Malinowski writes
that "the anthropologist recognizes more and more fully how dangerous
it is to tamper with any part or aspect of culture, lest unforeseeable con-
sequences occur." As an example he chooses sorcery among African na-
tives, advises caution to anyone trying to educate the natives out of a
belief in sorcery, and tells us that, examined in its cultural setting, Afri-

can sorcery turn§ out to be a crude but often effective way of managing
misfortune, disease, and death and that the natives would be worse off

without the sorcery than they Lye with it. He advises the teacher in Af-

rica to abstain from trying to teach natives not to believe in sorcery, but
rather to leave it alone until, by gradual introduction of hygiene and
other security-giving modifications, the cult-gre no longer has any place
for sorcery, which will of itself disappear. Thus the picture we get of a
culture is that of a complex structure in which all the parts are fitted to-
gether. The anthropologist tells us not to try to pull out a few pieces that
we do not like lest the whole come tumbling down; he wants us to un-

Vqrstand the relations of the parts to the whole and, guided by this
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knowledge, to accomplish a change in manner of life through gradual

substitutions.
This conception of "a culture" is, it seems, a peculiar contribution of

anthropology to the understanding of human behavior. It is a conception
certainly related to, but not the same as, the conception of "human cul-
ture"that aggregate of invention and institution which began when the
first stick or stone was kept and its use was explained by one ancient pri-

mate to another. Culture in the general and singular serves to set off all

mankind as against all animals. Culture in the particular and the plural

serves to set one society off as against another. The idea of separate and
comparable cultures, one to a local community, is an outgrowth of inti-
mate study of tribal and peasant life in the past two or three generations.
You do not find the conception in the pages of Edward Burnett Tylor or
in those of Sumner's Folkways (4). It appears in the detailed accounts of

special primitive groups, finds its most eloquent and persuasive statement

in the works of Malinowski, and is expressed also simply and compelling-

ly in Ruth Benedict's Patterns of Culture (1). As it is an idea that would

naturally develop out of the study of the various primitive societies, it

*.has been anthropologists who have developed it.

SIGNIFICANCE VO EDUCATION OF IDEA OF INTEGRATED CULTURE

If this is the important, or at least an important, contribution of anthro-

pology to the understanding of human living, my assignment is to pro-
vide an answer to the question: What is the significance of the concep-
tion of integrated cultures to the training of teachers? Fortunately there

is guidance in the papers of the symposiums to which I have referred. I
will, however, state the matter as I see it and use the suggestions of these

other nthropologists without making them responsible for the formula-

tions that I reach.
In the first place, I assert that, merely because each of us, with few

exceptions, grows up in one of these cultures and by this fact is limited

in his understanding of his own conduct and that of other people, the

coming to know another culture than our own should be a great liberal-

izing experience. I think, therefore, that the giving of this experience is a

task of those who shape the programs of general education. The point I

here make is thus a point for teachers in so far as teachers, like everybody

else, should have a general education of which this element should be a

part, and also for teachers in so far as teachers make the programs of gen-

eral education for other people.
The .end in view here is to bring the young person to understand that

every normal human being is reared in a society with ways of life char-

acteristic of that society; that these ways "make sense" as one way is seen
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to be related to the next, cons!stent with it and supporting it; that the
motives which people have and the values which they embrace are de-
rived, generally speaking, from this traditional culture. The further ob-
jective is to lead the young person to look back upon his own culture
from the vantage point secured in the understanding gained of other cul-
tures and thus achieve that objectivity and capacity to consider thought-
fully his own conduct and the institutions of his own society which are,
in part, a result of thinking as if within another culture. On the one hand,
the end is to cause the individual to see that there are ways other than
his own which are, compatible with human needs and with the dignity
of the individual; on the other hand, the end is, through comprehension
of another way of life, to develop the power to think well about one's
own way of life so that that way may be improved. To some degree the
study of anthropology provides this liberalizing experiance through the
acquaintance it gives with cultures other than our own, and much of the
appeal which anthropology has for young people in schools and colleges
comes from the fact that it provides such experience. I think this contri-
bution primarily belongs, however, not in the training of anthropologists
but.in the general education of everybody. How to get it there is some-
thing that is yet to be determined.

Because we canna move a tenth-grade class every afternoon to China
or Central Africa, we shall have to teach about these countries chiefly
through books and pictures. A principal requirement is time: vicarious
acquaintance with, say, Chinese village culture might :be sufficiently
achieved in one or two years of persisting attention tb the subject. I am
sure that almost nothing is accomplished toward the end I have in view
by the current practice in primary and secondary schools of dividing a
year of social studies into short periods in each of which a new subject is
taken up, at fortnightly intervals, from Russia to money or minority
groupsand, indeed, I doubt that anything very important is accom-
plished toward any good end. In place of this succession of bowing ac-
quaintances with miscellaneous subjects which are connected, I suppose,
in one way or another with the modern world, I suggest the possibility of
substituting a persisting and penetrating consideration of some society
and culture notably different from our own and well provided with docu-
mentation. This might be a principal part of the social-studies curriculum
at some place between the ninth and twelfth school years.

) SIGNIFICANCE TO TEACHERS OF IDEA OF INTEGRATED CULTURE

This suggestion is an application of the conception of integrated cul-
tures to the making of a curriculum in general education. I turn now to
other ways in which the conception may be relevant to teaching. An ap-
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plication may be made of the conception of an integrated culture to the
teaching activity itself. If cultures consist of an integration of customs
and institutions, then teaching itself may be looked at as one such ele-
ment more or less integrated in the culture of the community in which

the teaching is carried out. This point is, indeed, made in several of the
anthropological papers contributed to the two symposiums that I men-
tioned at the beginning of my remarks. Seeing formal education in its
relation to other aspects of culture, these anthropologists are struck by
its relative unimportance. They remind us at the beginning of their dis-
cussion that schooling is only a small part of education in the broad

sense, "the process of cultural transmission and renewal." By the time
the child comes to the teacher, he has already passed his most forma-
tive years, and the informal instruments of education have already
largely shaped his world. What the school can do after that is corre-
spondingly limited. Furthermore, what the school can do continues to
be limited by the more powerful influences of the home, the play group,
and .the neighborhood. Do not expect to accomplish more than is pos-
sible, say these anthropologists to the teacher, and you may successfully
teach that which finds some support, some basis of consistency, with
the culture as it is transmitted in informal communication outside the
schoolroom. So Mekeel is not surprised that Indian children, after many
years of residence in government schools, in which attempts are made to
teach the 'ways of white men, so often return to Indian life. So Mal-
inowski warns the teacher. in Africa not to separate, by his teaching, the
child from the native community where he enjoys the warmth and se-
curity of life in an integrated culture. The lesson for the teacher from
such observations is that teaching is not to be regarded as a technique
of inculcatioi, or of stimulation learned from books or from other teachers
and thence applicable to it classroom, as medicine may be administered
to a sick man, or fertilizer-to a farmer's field. The suggested application
is that teaching les effective in so far as it tends toward the develop-
ment in the young pfTson of a coherent body of attitudes and values
adequate to the life-needs in his particular community. The classroom
is ivortant only as it is understood in its relation to the society and
culture of the children who occupy it, and teaching will be effective
only as it is related to society and culture.

Being established in the viewpoint of culture as an organic unity,
anthropologists seem to be calling upon the teacher to understand, not
so much teaching methods, as the community in which the teaching takes

place. The real nature of effective teaching, these anthropologists are in
effect declaring, lies, not in ways of preparing instruction units nor in
devices for testing reading comprehension, but rather in the part played

a. 6
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bk the school and by what goes on in the school in the cultural life of
the children's community. I suspeCt that in this the anthropologists are
telling the teachers to look to matters which teachers in fact do con-
stantly look to because they cannot help it, even though these are not
matters that I lulk large in the formal training of teachers. In one of the
symposium papers Warner looks at the school in the community as he
would look at initiation rites in a primitive society, as from the outside.
He finds that the high school in the American towns that he has studied
is one of many institutions which express and maintain, among other
things, the system of ranking according to social status which charac-
terizes the society. The lower-class pupils study commercial and techni-
cal courses. The upper-class children take courses that prepare them
for college. The children of each class are taught what will fit them for
the station in life which it is expected they will assume. Moreover, he
finds a marked tendency to classify children in supposed intelligence
groups according to the social positions of their parents, so that a child
from the upper class is not put in the lowest intelligence group even if
his individual performance might put him there. Still further, he finds
that what teachers 'do to warp theoretically impartial educational pro-fl

to fit the local cultures is done largely because the same result .
is accomplished anyway by the informal groupings 'of children in and
out -of the school. The children's cliques bring about an assorting of
children according to their parents' social positions, and the School, in
effect, is conforming to these other less visible institution.s. Warner is
thus applying the conception of an integrated culture to the school and
its community. "Understand these," he seems to say to the teacher, "if
you would understand what your teaching does, can do, and cannot do."

SIGNIFICANCE OF IDEA OF CULTURE IN MODERN. SCHOOLS

The possibility that teaching will not be integrated with the rest of
the cultural life of the child is, obviously, increased to the degree that
the teacher represents a way of life different from that of the child.
The possibility will be very great when an outsider comes to teach in a
native community, whether the community be one of Africans or Indians
or Kentucky mountaineers. Missionary teaching is often ineffective or
disintegrating because it is not related or is unwisely related to the local
culture. But the same danger exists, in compound form, in urban schools
where the children represent not one integrated culture but many dis-
integrated cultures, and the teacher not only does not, but could not,
teach to develop a single coherent integration if he wanted to. What,
then, is the significance of the conception of the individual in one inte-
grated culture in connection with teaching in a society where there is
no integrated culture? What is the value of this anthropological concep-
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tion, developed in juimitive society, in modern urban soviety? It is all
very well for the anthropologist to advise the teacher what he may do

. or even should do in teaching Incline or native Africans, but what can
the anthropologist helpfully tell the modern teacher in a modern school?

Half of the answer depends on the extent to which the modern city
community is like an Indian bibe or an African village, and part of this
half of the answer is given by Warner When he, in effect, urges the stu-
dent- of teaching to study the school in its community. If tfie student
does so, he will find the extent to which the school in integrated with
other institutions and helps to perpetuate a local culture. Part of this
same half 'of the answer is expressed in Mead's paper read at the Fisk

University 'symposium. This anthropologist considers the funct1o.1, not
of the schod1 in the community, but of the whole institution of educa-
tion in modern society, as if she were studying warfare in New Guinea.
She finds that its function is different from the function of education in

"piiimitive societies. In primitive societies education depends, she says,
on t,he will td learn something that everybody assumes one would want
to learn. In modern society it depends on the will to teach something
that somebody thinks ought to be taught, even .though not everybody
wants to learn it. This different nature of education in modern society
leads, she goes on to tell us, to a conception of education as something
that may not so much periietuate an old society as make a new one.
The society it may make is so new that ;tone of us living now is able to
say what it will be, and yet it is supposed that these children whom you
and I educate, or their children, will make that society and that the kind
of educatioa we give them will somehow fit them for doing so. This is
indeed a far cry from the way in which a tribal Indian or isolated Afri-

' can native would look at the educational institutions of his own society.
He thinks of education, so far as he thinks of it at all, as something that
will perpetuate the kind of life which be has always known. Mead is
telling us that, just as modern society is different, in kind, from all primi-
tive societies, taken as another kind, so education is and must be different.

What is this difference in the two kinds of societies or cultures? In the
paper that she contributed to the Chicago symposium, Mead enumerates
three differences: (1) Primitive cultures are homogeneous, while ours is
heterogeneous. (2) Primitive cultures change very slowly, while ours
changes rapidly and constantly. (3) The population stocks of primitive
societies are relatively less diversified than are ours. Mead thereby rec-
ognizes that modern urban culture is different in kind from all primi-
tive societies. As the culture is changing rapidly and constantly, there
cannot be one well-integrated culture. What children do is different from
what adults do, and indeed adults come to thinksome of themthat it
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is right that children do something different. Moreover, the changes
come so rapidly that during the school years of one individual he may
be taught completely inconsistent ideas. Benedict, in h ar paper, makes
this point. There are periods when we tell children to be saving of
money; there are others when it is a public duty to spend. There have
been recent periods when war was unexceptionally evil and "the earth
was unanimous for peace," and there have been more recent periods
when, as she says, you might go to jail for saying so. As our culture is
always changing and is never integrated, Benedict concludes that "edu-
cation in our world today must prepare our children to adapt themselves
to unforeseeable conditions."

At this point is is apparent that the conception of an integrated culture
has undergone Some significant alteration. The anthropologists to whom
we have looked for guidance began by telling us that every individual
lives in a well-integrated culture Now some of them seem to be confirm-
ing our suspicions that, in the case of our own society, no individual
does. The question may then be repeated: What is the significance of
the conception of the individual in one integrated culture in connection
with teaching in a society where there is no one integrated culture? Again,
the first half of the answer may be repeated: In some degree, as in
Warner's studies of the place of the school in the status system, there
is integration in modern society, and the school is part of that integra-
tion. But the other half of the answer may be given also. The value of
the conception of the individual in a well-integrated culture lies, in part,
in the suggestive contrast between our own case and the case of the
stable primitive societies. We should not su well see the peculiar prob.
lerns and responsibilities of modern' education if we did not see modern
education as a special and variant case of education in all societies.
That it is special and variant is expressly stated by Mead. In stable
societies with well-integrated cultures, all educative influences, she says,
operate simultaneously and consistently upon the individual, and she
has illustrated this fact vividly in her series of photographs showing the
treatment accorded babies in Bali. But in our heterogeneous and chang-
ing society there is a qualitative difference, she says; what the -radio says
may be quite unrelated to what mother says to baby, and what mother-
in-law over in the corner manages to convey by a gesture is emphati-
cally in contradiction. It is the inconsistencies, the lack of integration,
that make our society different from stable primitive societies. In a sort
of definition by indefinition, it is this lack of integration which gives
our society its character. Interestingly enough, of all the contributors to
these two symposiums, it is not an anthropologist but a psychiatrist,
Franz Alexander, who says this most plainly. "Paradoxically stated," he

9
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says, "the pattern of our world is that it has no fix.d pattern." For the
psychiatrist the significance of this conclusion lies in the need to study
individual careers in terms of individual life-histories. For the teacher
the significance lies in the need to develop the capacities of the individ-
ual to deal with circumstances which the teacher cannot foresee.

THE TEACHER'S TASK

The conception of one integrated culture leads, therefore, to a view
of the task of the teacher which sees it as double. The conception is
helpful to the teacher, in part becauSe it is directly applicable to the
child in "this" school in'this" community. The conception is helpful,
in apart because it is not directly applicable. The apparent ,contradiction
is resolved by distinguishing the short run in time and the local setting
from the long run in time and the wider setting. So far as the short
span of years Ls concerned, and in the local neighborhood ( especially
if that neighborhood be in one of the more stable towns and not cin a
community of rapidly changing population), the school will be found
reasonably well integrated with the rest of the cultural life, and what can
be accomplished by the teacher will be limited by these relationships
which it is, therefore, necessary for him to understand. On the other
hand, the school is an instrument for social change and is accepted as \
such, both by laymen and by educational leaders. For example, while
it is true,`as Warner says, that the high school perpetuates the status
system of the community, it is also true, as Mead says in her papn read
at Fisk University, that education is a recognized means by whioh the
individual may leave his social rank and move to another. For the more
remote future, education, to us, exists to develop powers to deal with,.
contingencies beyond our powers of prediction. Children are to be edu-
cated so as to find what personal and cultural security they can find in
the commimities that now exist, and they are also to be educated to
make, by effort and understanding, new integrations out of whatever
pieces of living the future may bring them. The teacher today is both
a perpetuator of an old integration and a builder of the power to meet
disintegration. If a paradox remains, it is not one that I have invented;
it exists in the nature of modern life.
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THE STUDY OF CULTURE IN
GENERAL EDUCATION

An anthropologist may be expected to talk about culture, and he will

be understood to mean by that word the whole integrated traditional

body of ways of doing, thinking, and feeling that give a social group its

pharacter. The burden of my remarks today can be put in a single
sentence, and I may well put that sentence first: Understanding of the u

na\ture of culture and of human nature is something which the social

studies can contribute to general education.
In the latter part of this paper I hope to say more of what I mean

by culture, and also of human nature, why I think that understanding
of these conceptions is a part of general education, and how the com-
munication of that understanding might be accomplished by teachers
of the social studies. I am assuming that I may talk, not only about the
social studies as they are now taught, but also as we might like them
to be taught. As a teacl er of the social _studies in a four-yeax-college

including the eleventh to the fourteenth school yearsan occupation
which just now takes almost all my timeI am well awark of how far
wiat I, am doing falls short of what I would like to do:

This is not all I assume; and to state some further assumptions I am
making will help to show how I come to the principal proposition about
the place of an understanding of culture and human nature in a program

of general education.
In first place, perhaps, is the assumption that there is an education

which is substantially the same for everyone, an education that is inde-
pendent of the sex, class, race, or occupation of the educated individual.
Perhaps your agreement with this assumptiona sort of central axiom in
general educationmay be taken for granted. The assumption allows
us to change our teaching to take account of individual differences, !nit

it holds that much of what is taught in those years of schooling which
most children and young people pass through ought to be the same for
all and ought to be directad not to preparation for any "specittl task but
to the freeing of the mind and spirit and to preparation for the common
responsibilities and opportunities of citizenship.

A second assumption is also one you will probably share with me.
It is the assumption that in our changing and unpredictable world gen-
eral education must somehow combine two objectives which appear
antithetical: it must develop individuality and adaptiveness to change,
and it must also provide us with common understandings. The individual

Reproduced with permission from Social Education, XI (October, 1947), 259-64.
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?must be able to make decisions on matters which tradition cannot and
should not control. On the other hand, we have to have some common
tradition to begin with, or we cannot act together at all. In tha words
of the Harvard report on general education: 'this . . . raises . . one of
the most fundamental problems of education, indeed, of society itself:
how to reconcile this necessity for common beliefs with the equally
obvious necessity for new and independent insights leading to change.'1

Perhaps we can find elements for a program of general education
which do both. This is my view. Iehink, as a third assumption, that
there are elements of that educatiod, which everybody can and should
have, which both make for consensus in society and also develop in the
individual the power to make free rational choices. In a moment I shall
mention some of these.

A fourth assumption requires a fuller exposition than the others and
may well be the point at which some of you will separate yourselves
from my views. It is the assumption that our task is to identify some of
the elements of this education for everybody in a form more general
than particular courses or instructional units but in E. form more special
than is provided in the usual definitions.

At one extreme, we define general education in terms of education
for the good life, or for citizenship, or as effecting the development of
very general qualities of mind and character. The abilities identified in
the Harvard report as those toward which education for everybody
should move fairly represent, I think, this manner of defining it in gen-
eral temis. The report says that the aim is to bring A about that the
generally educated are able "to think effectively, to communicate thought,
to make relevant judgments, to discriminate among values." No one can
object to such a statement, but it does not tell us very much.

At the other extreme, we define general education in terms of courses.
Yet such definition of a program in general education is a definition for
a particular school, because it is an allocation of resources within the
powers of that school. It cannot be a definition for all schools.

Nevertheless, if general education is to provide for the common en-
lightenment of all, it should be possible to say of what this enlightenment
is to oOnsist, more specially than is said when it is defined in terms of
general qualifies of the mind, and more generally than is proposed in a
series of courses.

Imagine, if you please, young people exposed to, say, iourteen years
of general education, and imagine examiners set to examine these young
people in the field of the social studies. I do not advocate a uniform
national examination system to be applied to all schools; I evoke these

I "General Education in a Free Society," pp. 46-47.
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examiners teerely to help find the middle ground of definition of general

educatkm as to man in society. What weuld these examiners use as
their pides in preparing the examination? They cannot use the anuses
of any one school, because these courses do and should differ. The defi-

nitions in terms of preparation for citizenship or of the ability to think,

communicate, judge, and discriminate do point out the direction in
which they are to inquire and test, but are still too general to give them

much guidance. One thinks, communicates, judges, and discriminates
about something, and what is that something in the case of the social

studies?
Carl we not help these imagined examiners, and so, more importantly,

ourselves, by stating what hinds of. understanding or thinking about
what subject matter do we believe to constitute element's common to all

our efforts to bring about general education in the social studies?

We can come to a recognition of such elements either by looking at
what we 'are teaching in different schools and colleges to see what in
fact are its commo n. elements, or we can reflect upon what we know
about man in society and try to determine what elements of that knowl-
edge would best meet the double need of modem educatiom the estab-
lishment of consensus and the capacity to adapt and to -change. Today
I am doing a little of both.

Loolring 1st at the 'program of general education in the social sci-
ences which I know bestthat of the College of the University of Chi-
igoand casting a look or two at programs in other schools, I seem
'to .find at least two principal elements. There is nothing startling about
these. I suppose them to be present, more or less, in many programs of
general education in the social studies and to find more or less explicit
reCognition. I hope merely to make the recognition a little more explicit.

For one thing we are trying to communicate understanding of the\
historical development of contemporary society, especially of our own
Western and American society, and still more specially of some of the
principal values of that society. This is to say that an element of gen-
eral education contributed by the social studies is howledge of how
we, in this society, came to hold precious liberty, equality, government
by the people, and other conceptions which go to make up our way of
life both as it is and as we wish it to be. In this element of general
education the emphasis is upon the past thoughts and the past events
which have shaped present thoughts and present events.

For another thing we are trying to convey some understanding of
the scientific spirit as applied to social problems of the present day and
the capacity to address oneself in that spirit to such a problem. The
social problems we have in mind form no fixed list; we suppose the gen-

CA A
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erally educated person can show his competence with regard to almost
any of them: the problem of matntaining control by the people of their
government under the conditions of mass publics which attend us to-
day; the problem of choice among various policies with regard to free
or controlled economic competition; the problems of means and ends
involved in assuring in our society a chosen combination of freedom and
of regulation. The educated person will be able to use the thoughts of
those who have written best on such questions in the past and will know
what sorts of particular relevant facts need be taken into account in
the seeking of solutions. Further, he has a moral as well as an intellectual
attitude toward such problrms: it is part of general education to develop
the will to do something about these matters, to work out' one's own
views about themwhatever convictions they ,nay lead .totrand then to
act on those convictions. ..

While in the first element of general education in the social studies
the emphasis is on the historical development of our institutions and
values,-iii this secOnd element the emphasis is on a problem of common
living and on analysis of the assumptions and particular facts which go
to make the problem and to limit the terms of the possible solutions.

I say again that I suppose these two elements to be in fact iepresented
in many curriculums of the social studies. They are in effect represented
in the report of the Harvard Committee in those pages where it is rec-
ommended that the high school teach something about modern -civili-
zation with focus on Europe, American history with understanding of
modern problems, and a course dealing with the nature of contempo:
rary society, and in other pages where it is proposed that Harvard itself
offer as part of a program of general education courses in Western
Thought and Institutions and in American Democracy. How the courses
are to be arranged is secondary. What is primary, in my view, is identi-
fication of those differentiated capacities to do what with what subject
matter, toward the attainment of which any program of general educa-
tion in the social studies ought to be directed. Historical knowledge of
the development of our values and analytical understanding of facts and
assumptions relevant to the formation of reasoned convictions on im-
portant contemporary social problems are, I think, two of these.

These tw3 are rightly present in programs of general education in the
social science. By communicating and restating important parts of our
own heritage and by developing a common responsibility to realize com-
mon values, the presence of these two elements in a program of general
education helps to bring about consensus. By throwiag responsibility on
the individual to work out his own convictions through reason and the
use of special knowledge, they develop capacities toodeal with the vicis-
situdes of rapid social change.
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The task of this paper is to identify another such element of general
education as to man in society in the study of culture and human nature.
Before dealing with this third element directly some observations may be

offered relative to the two elements just defined.
If general education in the social, sciences were to include these two

elements and no others, then such education would be exclus; rely con-
cerned with our own traditions, our own history, our own system of
values. The history that is taught to bring about the understanding and
capacity these elements call for is a history of tha Western world
especially of the United Statesand of the values that characterize our
particular tradition. When comparisons are made in courses in history
or on social problems, the comparisons are likely to be within the Euro-
pean-American tradition. The world in which we now live, however,
is one in which account must be taken of many people with many dif-
ferent heritages and different systems of values. If general education
were to be concerned exclusively with our history and with our problems

seen only.in the light of our tradition it might be a dangerously limited
education. It might not provide the individual with the elements of
understanding of other ways of life than his own, or with the means
of sympathetic understanding of other peoples.

, In the second place it may be observed that the two elements of
general education just identified attack the subject matter of the social
in only two of what I take to, .be the three ways in which it can be
attacked. One considers the subject matter as history, as events that
have produced something known today. The other looks at the social as
problems to be dealt with, as particular issues of policy, as choices to
be made by actors in the world's affairs. The third way of looking at
the subject matter of the social is by analysis with the use of concepts.
By this third view the social consists of genera of natural phenomena
societies, social relations, customs, institutions, states, economies, and so
forth. If the social is so regarded, one sees the common characteristics
of many or all societies, of many or all men, and sees the differences
among them as representing sub-classes of natural phenomena. The his-
tories of sodieties are themselves compared and generalized upon. And
the problems of our own society are merely the points at which this
generalizing form of regarding the social may make a fresh beginning.

The conceptual way of looking at the social is of course a character-
istic viewpoint of research, especially as research seeks comprehensive
generalization. But it is also, I think, necessary to approach the social
through history or through analysis of social problems. We do not com-
municate anything about the particular except through common under-
standing of general terms. We need, even for the simplest teaching of
the social studies, some common language about the social. The ques-
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tion here to be considered is how far is the exposition of a language for
describing the social to go beyond common .speech in the giving of a

(.

general education.
'the instruction in the social studies in which I talc; part does include

\ exposition of ,concepts, but my impression is that the concepts are not -
well developed in relation to concrete facts. .In one course known to
me too many concepts are presented too formally and tho briefly. Con-

. cepts are like friends; you have to work With them for some time before
you have them at their best; and, like friendsconcepth are best when
you do not fry to have too many.

These considerations prepare the way for my main proposal; that some
understanding of human nature and culture is an element which the

, social studies May contribute to general eduCation. The line of thought
may be sununarized. In seeking other_elements of general edimtion to
be provided by the social studies we play -try to supplement historical
knowledge of our society and its values, mad analytical competence as
to social problems. The suppleinent called for should provide some of
the elementary conceptual language in which the social is understood

'c in its universal aspects. It sliould also provid, access to understanding
of peoples and'Avays ef life ci'lier than our own. The suggestion is that

4 . some ,exploiation of culttre and of human nature meets these require-
ments. I think' we are now providing this element to some degree, but

. not clearly. and expliel,tly.
Da the schools that organize instruction around the culture of a cer-

tain people at a certain epoch give an understanding of the nature of
cultnre? What do I mean by "an understanding of culture"?

I mean in the first place, acquaintances familiarity, penetrating sympa-
, thetic comprehension of one culture other than one's own. From this first

point of view the coming to know another culture is like coming to know
a personality. The culture, like the personality., is seen as-a persisting in-'
tegration of dispositions to behave. It is unique, complex, self-consistent.
A' culture, like a personality, is a way of life. It is the way of life of a par-.
ticular society. Seen so, it is just one thing, that one way of life. To come
to know it takes much time, as it takes much time to know-a personality
intimately. But while we all have abundant opportunity to come to know
personalities different from our own and in this know/edge come to see
our own persons freshly and more wisely, not many of us have the oppor-
tunity, in ordine. living, to come to gain a good acquaintance with an-
other culture.

The-culture I am thinking of is one among many cultures. It is not cul-
ture in the generic of which I am thinldng; the inventions, arts, and ideas
of all mankind, those characteristics which set off man from-the
I am thinking of the local and special forms of "culture," of culture in

c'
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the sense in which the culture of the Andaman Islanders is one thing and

that of the Chinese peasants IS another. A contaibution to general educa-

tion which can be made by the social studies is the provision of oppor-

tunity to come to know one such culture more Or less well. What culture

is chosen is a secondary matter: it is more important that the fact and
nature of "a culture" be undersood than' that any particular one be un-

derstood rather than another. .

The 'understanding had of theunfamiliar culture, in My view, must
reach the point where the educated individual begins to think how he
would act in given situations if that other culture were his own. The in-
dividual educated as to another culture recognizes that the institutions
and ideas of the other people are eoherent and provide those who live in

terms of them with a system of values which give, for them, worthy

meaning to effort and provide goals toward which to strive. Further, the
understanding must reach the point where one sees human nature freshly.
One must get beyond the culture to those elements in the behavior of the
people which are, after all, the same as one's own. For as one comes to
understand people who live by institutions and values different from one's

own, at the same time one comes to see that those people are, neverthe-

less, at bottom quite like one's own people. The alien culture at first ap-
pears to us as a mask, enigmatic or repugnant. On closer acquaintance

we see it as a garment for the spirit; we understand its harmonies and
appreciate them. Finally, as acquaintance goes deeper still, we do not see,

or for a time forget, the culttge but look only to the common humanity

of the men and women beneath.
To describe this process of getting acquainted with people with a cul-

ture different from our own is to recognize the experience as liberalizing.

We are all limited in our understanding of our own conduct and that of

our neighbors because we see everything by the preconceptions offered

by our own culture. It is a task of education to provide a viewpoint from
which the educated person may free himself from the limitations of these

preconceptions. We are all islanders to begin with. An acquaintance with
another culture, a real and deep acquaintance, is a release of the mind
and the spirit from that isolation. It is to learn a universal language.

There is another way in which acquaintance with another culture is a
major contribution to the education of every American. This is because

the people of our country do not live in terms of a culture in quite the

same sense in which the Andaman Islanders did or the Chinese peasants

do. Cultures differ, not only in their content, in What values they empha-
size; they also differ in the degree to which the values and institutions
they provide are consistent and harmonious and in the extent to which
they are uniformly acceptable to the people who live by them. The cul-
ture of the people of the United States is an entity much less well defined

1
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than the cultures of most of the peoples of history and of the world to-
day. In this sense contemporary Americans need acquaintance with a
well-integrated cultUre because they have never had any. And rational
understanaing of contemporary social problemsanother element in gen-
eral educationrequires, it seems ,to me, some understanding of this fact.
Ability to .address oneself in the scientific spirit toward a problem of
American life requires understanding of the fact that the consensual basis
for conimon agreement found in a well-integrated,culture is here lacking
in no small degree. And one can talk about this in general terms for hun-
dreds of hours, I feel, without conveying real understanding of it. If one
has intensive acquaintance with one society in which the culture is well
integrated, the 'difference between that situation and our own is really
understood. I doubt if one can come to understand it in any other way.

Is it possible to get .this kind of acquaintance with a culture by study,
in.the schoolsP I really do not know. But I am hopeful. I do have some
views a$ to some of the decisions one would make if one tried seriouily
to provide intensive acquaintance with another culture. One would de-
vote a long time to one cultre. I am sure that it is better to devote much
time to me or a very few than o spend a short time with each of many.
Two years seems to me a sl.ort time in which, at secondhand, to come to
know a eulture. If the program of teaching the social studies were planned
a whole, from the first to, say, the fourteenth year, one might be able
to melte tile understanding of onc principal culture, with interruptions
and digressions to mnsider comparable materials from other cultures, a
major business crF the entire periNI of fourteen years.

The primary teaching materials would consist of personal accounts of
life in the society chosen for special study. Jneluded would be autobiog-
raphies :etters, amounts of personal relations between Americans and
members of the foreign group, and good &bor.: ob.r.izit the society. There
are several reasons why a: ie might choose a liteTate society, such as China;
one reason lies in the availabiliiy of books written by members ef that
society. If China were chosen, one would read the classic and popular
Chinese novels, as well as collections of popular lore. There is a great
deal of such literature in English now, from many unfamiliar societies.
Even the pre-literate so-e.ieties are now represented in intimate and reveal-
ing personal accounts (.1' life as seen by Indians, Africans, Laplanders,
and as written or spoken by members of these societies. I need only refer
to the plastic and graphie arts. The pupil would make his acquaintance
with the un!amiliar people through every kind of record expressive of
their ways of living and thinking.

This becoming acquainted with culture .,voul.1 involve at the same time
a becoming acquairted wit% human nature. This means that the young

t.
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person is encouraged to recognize two kinds of universals having to do
with human nature: one, the presence in our own and other societies of
recurrent social types; and two, the presenee under all cultures, of a com-

mon humanity which makes it possible for all people to understand one

another in some degree, about some things. Therefore the accounts of

-I, the alien culture will be read not only to get acquaintance with that cul-

ture, but also to,meet again the types of pertonality which one meets in
Boston or Chicago, and the common humanity one knows at home. Turi's
Book of Lapland is a personal account of Lapp culture; it is also a saf-
portrait of a prudent and practical man. The Chinese novel AU Men Are

Brothers is an account of life among those '3rced to the edges of the
more stable Chinese society of ,the thirteent . century; in it also we meet

types of adventures knoWn to us from the literature of our own tradition.

So this early Study of culture and human nature will gain contributioaq
from literature of our own heritage which illuminates human nature and
defines soCial types. It can be ithagined that The Egoist, Fathers and
Sons, and Plutarch's Lives could be read in comparison with novels end

autobiographies from China or other cultures foreign, to us. So would
understanding be gained of humanity in its two basic organized forms
culture and personalityagainst their common element, human nature.

I have just had in view the understanding of culture and human nature

'as it might be reached in the earlier years of schooling. in this first ,ac-
quaintance the subject matter would appear in its concrete individuality.
The first objective is the enrichment of experience with these basic as-
pects of the human. At this level little or no formal language of analysis

is needed; the terms pf common sense are sufficient. Nor is it needful at
this beginning to think of the study as definitely the business of social

science or as that of the humanities. It is both.
I suppose, however, that as the pupil mows trom the earlier years of

schooling to the secondary school and then to the first years of the col-
lege, the treatment of culture and of human nature may become, so far as

the social studies are concerned, more abstract and systematicin a word,

e. more scientific. Indeed, the basic concepts of culture, personality, and hu-

man nature are needed in the minds of those who make the program of
teaching and carry it into account from the very first primary grades.
They come to the pupils as they develop capacity to use scientific con-

cepts, and asand this is the important pointthey have pined such in-

timate and rich acquaintance with materials as to make the concepts
really useful in the ordering and control of their world. I. repeat the ob-

servation that concepts talked about away from materials are mere word-

play.
I suppose that the more abstract and systematic consideration of cul-

ts
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ture and human nature may be developed in the tenth to the 'fourteenth
years into a consideration of the subject matter of the scicial in the third
of the three ways, which have been identified already in the course of my
remarks. This is the way of social science considered, not as history, not
as a rational and empirical consideration of problems of social action, but
as a: more or less systematic description of social phenomena as orderly
aspects of the universe. So may the sbidy of human nature and culture
provide understanding of a few fundamental concepts.

You will see that not only do,I suppose that human nature and culture
are elements of understanding of our world which enter directly into the
substance of a general or liberal education, but that I also think of them
as primary concepts in the scientific description of man in society. So does
common sense. Wo hear it said, "People are all alike." On the other hand
it is said that East is East and West is West and never the twain shall
meet. It is perhaps enough to add that 'culture" and its closely related
term, "society," are more inclusive conceptions than any such more spe-
cial term as "government," "state," "market," "tribe," or "family." An un-
'derstanding of culture and society, as concepts, should lead to under-
standing of related concepts in the books of social science that are read
in the latter part of a program of general education: the works of such
social philosophers and social scientists as Aristotle, Machiavelli, Locke,
Mill, Maine, and _Sumner. The imaginary examiners of young people ex-
posed to fourteen years of general education in thO social studies might
be imagined to ask questions as to the relation of "culture" to "the mores,"
as to the relation of the concept of "institutions" to that of "culture," and
as to the translatability of the primary terms used in one great work in
the social-science field to terms used in another. It would seem appropri-
ate if the examiners asked questions including such other related or de-
pendent conceptions as to culture and society as "value" and "status." In
the same way the conception of human nature, beginning as an awareness
of the varied and yet stable characteristics of men in societies, might be-
come a part of the more abstract and interrelated body of terms and gen-
eral ideas by the aid of which understanding is extended and systema-
tized, so the developing analysis of human nature would lead to the
distinction between original nature and human nature, to the varied as-
sumptions about and to some of the observations that have been made
about differences between individuals and groups as to original nattn e; to
the sharper determination of elements of human nature which exist in all
cultures; to understanding of the nature and genesis of personality. My
impression is that the young college people I know who, as a part of their
general education, read Locke and Bentham and Sumner, become aware
of the fact that assumptions as to human nature underlie the views of
these writers. But I also have the impression that they are unprepared to
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judge these assumptions and that some acquaintance with human nature
as a scientific subject matter would make their reading of these works
more enlightening to them.

The examples I have given as to directiohs in which the understanding
of culture and of human nature might be developed in the latter part of a
program of general education in the social studies point to anthropology
and sociology or social psychology as sources of help in the development
of this part of a program of general education. I admit to supposing that
these sciences are concerned with some matters more fundamental for
general education than are some of the others. I think, indeed, that a part
of what these sciences have been saying does not properly belong in the
upper division where they have been saying it, but belongs in a properly
planned program of general education.

But I should not like my remarks to be taken as essentially advocacy of
any particular' science in the making of a program of general education
in the social studies. I will state the points I wish to emphasize. I think
that progress will be made in improving the contribution of the social
studies to general education as we identify the elements of understand-
ing and capacity, referring to just what subject matter we decide to be
of first importance. I think that historical knowledge of the development
of the values of recent Western society, especially of our own, is one such
element. I think that the ability to analyze present-day problems with the
use of reason and special knowledge is another. I do not know how many,
other such elements of comparable importance we shall come to recog-
nize. I would-think that the social studies would be doing their task dot
so badly if they developed these two elements of knowledge and capacity:
and if to them they added, more effectively and explicitly than I think
they now do, one more. This third element is the intensive acquaintance
with the facts of integrated culture and the fact of human nature and the
development upon this acquaintance of a basic generalizing knowledge
of society and human nature with some primary scientific concepts for the
description and further understanding of that subject matter. To bring
about the better weaving of this third thread into the texture of general
educatioil in the social studies, I would hope for the power to plan the
curriculum of the entire group of years devoted to general education as
one task. For the improvement of the work of the earlier years, where
acquaintance with culture and human nature is extended, I feel pretty
strongly that the reading of much firsthand personal and humanist source
materials is demanded. Thee, in my view, are to be read as they come to
us in translation; they are to become .source books, not textbooks; we
must have the words in which people express themselves as they s aid or
wrote them. The task of bringing these materials together will be a pleas-
ant one; I hope I may join with you in performing it.


